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residence 2

This residence is all about village 
research. About the research spirit, the 
search for answers to questions, and 
love for a Ukrainian village. Because it 
is our cultural heritage that deserves 
to be preserved. 

This village is simple. At nine in the 
morning, local grandmothers in the 
garden echo about who digs what and 
who plants what. Here neighbors bring 
jam for no reason, and if you pass by 
someone’s yard, they give you apples. 
Lots of super sweet apples. 

«During residence_2, you could learn 
more about this village than during 
all the residences combined,» says 
Solomiya, a member of the Double N 
NGO. 
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From July 25 to August 
1, the NGO Double N 
and the NGO STAN held a 
Residence_2 is an out-of-town 
project in the village Kozari of the 
Ivano-Frankivsk region. The goal 
of the project is to unite young 
artists, volunteers, and IDPs around 
the study of the village, as well as 
to provide a space for retreat and 
recovery. The residence also raises 
the self-reliance of young people, 
provides an opportunity to explore the 
authentic life of a Ukrainian village, 
and contributes to the creation of 
permanent ties among residents and 
the activation of the local community.

14 people took part in the residence, 
among them 4 - volunteers, 2 - IDPs

The residents’ main task was to 
research in any convenient format: 
short documentaries, interviews, 
zines, sketches, etc. The object 
of the study is the life of the local 
community; the subject was chosen 
by each resident independently. We 
are pleased to present to you research 
materials from our residents.

Research progress
1. Search for interests and 
problems
First of all, we invited 
residents to find a question 
or issue that interests them. 
That is how the question «How 
is youth preserved in the 
villages?» was born. Also, the 
teens investigated the issue of 
stereotypes about the village, 
such as sharovarshchyna (way 
of representing Ukrainian 
culture with fake and unstylish 
clothing, unnatural behavior 
patterns; this stereotype is 
the most common belief about 
Ukrainian villages and life 
there), etcetera. 

2. observation.
 unbiased and curiosity-driven

3. forming a topic and drawing 
up a plan

4. collection of material

5. creating the final product
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Residents also had the opportunity to reflect on art and their place in it.

Art is very broad. You can start doing it very early, and even if it is not at 
the level that everyone expects, it is very ok.

The research experience was ambiguous for me because I arrived at 
the residency with an understanding of what I wanted to do, and only 
towards the end did I understand how to move. I tried different methods 
of research and realized that I like walking: touching nature, finding lost 
things or stories, and undiscovered places.
(Irutsa)

It is essential for us to reveal how a Ukrainian village lives: simple and 
authentic, with problems with infrastructure, with a large number of 
social, economic, and environmental issues, but at the same time - with 
traditions, culture, active agrarian life, great potential, and incredible 
inhabitants. The village community, for example, collected money to 
restore the local church jointly, organized volunteers to prepare food 
for the Armed Forces, and local youth created charity performances to 
raise funds.

It is also important for us to demonstrate a Ukrainian village as a place 
with potential and friendly space for young people. Last year, when 
we organized the residency for the first time, we had fears related to 
how much the relatively conservative village community would accept 
young people from the city. This year, we were deeply convinced of 
acceptance, openness, and the desire to find common ground and 
interactions. At residence_2, we invited locals to visit us as well as 
stayed at their places.



It is also important for 
us to demonstrate a 
Ukrainian village as a 
place with potential 
and friendly space for 
young people. Last year, 
when we organized 
the residency for the 
first time, we had fears 
related to how much the 
relatively conservative 
village community would 
accept young people 
from the city. This 
year, we were deeply 
convinced of acceptance, 
openness, and the desire 
to find common ground 
and interactions. At 
residence_2, we invited 
locals to visit us as well 
as stayed at their places.

People in the village 
do not hide anything, 
but these facts are 
considered hidden 
just because no one is 
interested in them.

... fascinating local 
people with unique 
experiences and life 
stories. They are wise 

and have a clear identity 
of nationally conscious 
Ukrainians. At the same 
time, they are open to 
young people, and all 
our ideas; they are ready 
to share the lessons 
acquired during their lives 
and support our desire 
for cultural development 
and development of our 
state. This connection 
between the older 
generation and the 
younger one is precious 
here. (Yaroslava)
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The 
results of 
researches 
of residence 
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alina drevnytska 17 Y.o. 
The diary for stickers about 
the village Kozary
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 the advises how to be more happy:
1) focus on present
2) focus on details
3) feel
4) explore
5) hug
6) appreciate
7) light a fire

 the milk with taste of residence_2

 the happines stinks  suicide butterflies

 you are shit, but i like 
shit

will you go with me to 
the church?



the main rule: you 
can be shit, but 
there will always 
be people that love 
you.

during the whole time he was recommended 
like the teacher, who fathfully relates to his 
duties, carefully prepare to the lessons and 
teach a class at a high scientific level.

the teacher of this year: 
the version of party

taste, flame, burn.
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appendix 1.
about the openness and freedom

appendix 2.
about poetry read me the poetry

aloud. long. emotional.

read me Izdryk
read me Jadan
read me Rupi Kaur
read me Baidak
read me Kostenko
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appendix 3.
about language

language, the holy god`s mother of my people!
you were
in Siberia on the Kolyma chased,
on the Solovetysky Islands rotten, 
moved down by famine 
and trambled by the fierce shoes
( stop in the village)
i am standing before you on my knees
and i pray for everuone!
come back to our home! sorry! resurrect!

appendix 4 
about impirtance to safe your own.
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Anzhelika-Mariya Hress 17 
Y.O.
«The story about stereotypes» 

The story about stereotypes and the village 
Kozary:
consists of stereotypes and real stories

I. the clothing: people in the village wear only 
the ukrainian 
embroidered shirt 
Counterexample: Granny Rusia has the huge 
number of different and modern clothes 
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Technical and moral progress: people in the 
village do not have any technologies, do 
not have internet connection, sewerage and 
heating
Counterexample: fast internet, hot water and 
sewerage in the house.

The kitchen: salo and varenyky
Counterexample: The recipe book where are 
the story how to cook different dishes, even 
from apples and nuts.
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The village has not the space for teens, it is 
only for adults
Counterexample: club, a lot of circles, 
developed connection with other villiges and 
cities.

The mentality: people from village do not know 
anything
Counterexample: Granny Maria knows 4 languages: 
Finish, Polish, English, Ukrainian. Also she decided 
to live in the village Kozary after 3 years in Finland.
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Bilyk Vladyslava 19 y. o.  
«the village is a root of 
nation»

the village is a root of nation
it moves the shore. The youngster in the meadow,
believing to people from the village, 
turning to nation,
they dancing the old folk dance

the village Kozary

”Kozary”
“Kozaryky”
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Solomiya Oliskevych 
16 Y.0. i Bondarenko 
Yuliya 17 y.o. 
« Solianka into 
KastrYulia»

Solianka into KastrYulia
present
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we!

« preserve youth» how to do it?

telegram chanel which smells like the village (but 
without the water with cabbage)

what you can find there?



you will not see him there!

but there you can find this granny #grarry_of_
this_day

#recipe_of_Kozary

you can see this noses



feel past time of the village 

read the strange histories of the people

what does he do in her house?

photos, books, music, which will remind about 
resibence_2



the Kozary horoscope

remind the reasons why we want to come back in 
the village

waiting for you!

that is all!
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yaroslava hubova 17 Y.0.

Kozary. Research of 
people, houses, people 
in houses and houses 
in people 

the concept of «home» 
has borders that each 
person marks by him-/ 
herself , and when 
we go abroad, we 
say «return home», 
and when for certain 
reasons we leave our 
place of life - we can 
return «home» from a 
neighboring village or 
region. in general, there 
will always be «more 
home» than there is 
now, unless we are 
talking about building it 
for ourselves.

thus, feeling specific 
kilometers between 
your «home» and 
someone else’s home, 
you unconsciously 

compare your feelings 
here and there, people 
here and there, houses 
here and there. and 
then you say «it’s 
better at home» 
because you have a 
comfort zone. this is 
a small introduction 
about whether «home» 
is one specific village 
or all the villages of 
Ukraine.
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Historically, the East 
and the West lived 
differently during 
the creation of the 
Bolshevik government, 
and before that, the 
imperialist one. Kozary 
is a village in the 
Ivano-Frankivsk region 
that I have known 
for a couple of days. 
Ilarionove is a village 
in the Dnipropetrovsk 
region where I grew up.

Kozari are named of 
the Khozar nomadic 
tribe, in the past 
transcription «kozar». 
something very about 
«memory of ancestors» 
and «pride for what 
they passed on to 
us». Our village was 

first named in honor 
of Ensign Ivanov, 
then in honor of 
landowner Hilarion 
Ilarionovych of the 
Katerynoslav province. 
there is a dating, 
village appeared in 
1449, Illarionov - in 
1875, this justifies, 
the names, but the 
fact of the modern 
relationship to them 
remains. there is the 
fact that a little, maybe 
accidentally, maybe 
not, can tell someone 
about something. I 
do not want to draw 
conclusions, I am 
interested in the 
theoretical existence of 
the fact.

the first photo in wikipedia, 
in my Illarionovo - a railway 
station, because the village 
arose during the laying of the 
railway for the purpose of its 
serving. in Kozary, the first 
photo is little blue church, the 
old one. there will be photos, 
they are poor quality, but it 
is essential for me to copy 
them from the first pages of 
Wikipedia.

I have several diagrams 
that I drew attention to. One 
difference in the houses of the 
regions seems to me to be the 
peculiarities of mentalities, the 
other simply interested me. So, 
there is a photo of a couple 
who got married in the 50s of 
the 20th century from a house 
in my region and we found a 
photo here in an abandoned 
postman’s house. I think they 
are very very similar, not the 
photos, but the young people 
in them. and in their eyes I see 

something in common, in their 
clothes and energy. it turned 
out that communicating with 
the people here is very similar 
to communicating with the 
people at home and they are 
so similar , they tell the same 
story about the beds and how 
to grow onions, they ask the 
same way whose we are and in 
principle they are no different 
to me. only the cows here are 
more well-groomed.

we also found the newspaper 
“ Zoriia” in an abandoned 
building, and then I looked it 
up on Wikipedia, and I can 
definitely say that they and 
we, or we and they, were 
brainwashed with the same 
words and facts and means, it 
tells the common worldviews 
and perception of information 
and means of manipulation.
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There is even a logical 
conclusion to this comparison. 
Earlier we talked about this: all 
the people from the village in 
their conversation will definitely 
say «how wonderful it was 
when there was a progressive 
youth in the village and how the 
village is dying without them, 
this youth», and what would 
have happened if the youth, 
progressive and ambitious, 
would you come back here? 
how would the village change?
the towels on the shelves of 
houses in the Dnipropetrovsk 
and Frankivsk regions, it 
turned out, the faces in the 
old photographs are the 
same, in their emotions 
and expressions, the same 
newspapers were read and 
the same reports were written 
about the «cult of Lenin and 
the five-year-old» in schools 
but in one there is youth and it 
develops, and the other dies.

because no matter what 
you say about any moral, 
ideological things, I did not 
see a single common cause 
in the people of Kozary, in 
which the majority would be 
involved, and which would be 
developed, seeing prospects 
in it. no matter how bad it is, 
all the old people say that the 
youth left, how the collective 
farms disbanded. in Illarionovo, 
everyone is involved around 
the railroad, and this gives 
them unity, and motivates the 
village to continue living and 
developing. After spending a 
week in Kozary, I did not find 
anything in common between 
the villagers, except for their 
emotional attachment to each 
other.

So, from the question «which came first, the chicken or the 
egg», it follows that «there will be youth - there will be a big 
deal, or maybe there will be a big deal - there will also be 
youth.» nevertheless, I want to say that I do not consider the 
difference between our villages to be nothing, absolutely 
nothing, and I think that villages are very, very similar with 
people. and songs and holidays. and if there were a cause 
in Kozary that would unite everyone and be a certain part of 
everyone’s life, they would have probably been identical in 
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Shelest Yelyzaveta 
17 Y.0. «Kozari»

i create this zine because of hunger and thirst on 
the physical and emotional state



country: Ukraine 
oblast : Ivano-Frankivsk
region: Rohatyn

area: 25.88 km^2
population: 38,1 person/km^2
geographic coordinates:  

the place of preserved youth

unleavened compote from Granny Rusia

pour water into a pot, wash the berries, boil, then 
it will harden and there will be compote. if it is 
leavened , then give sugar, and if it is not leavened, 
then you will drink it like this. it will boil, taste it, if it 
is leavened, then add sugar to the pot, it will boil for 
20 minutes, 50 minutes, and that’s it
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logaza 

then big beans and pintsak, pearl barley, millet. 
As soon as the water starts to boil, you will throw 
it in there, it would boil, you would stir it, if only 
it didn’t burn to the banyak, and you will eat it. 
You can have it with onions, you can have it with 
crackers, someone loves it. this is nourishing 
country food. when you go to the field, it is good 
to eat it

my name is Oksana. I bake bread. I prepare the 
opara, first I boil the milk, let it wait, then I add a 
stick of dry raw yeast to it and that’s all, and a little 
flour. I make this like thick sour cream, then it rises 
to the top from the tracks, there in an hour or an 
hour and a half, how much depends on how hot it is 
outside, that’s all, then I take a glass of oil, a glass 
of sugar, half a glass of salt, you can add another 
egg, if you have it, then two or three eggs, and I sift 
the flour there and add it. The last is to mix
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while I knead 
then don’t add a lot of flour, gradually, little by little, 
so that the dough no longer sticks to your hand. it 
is mixed with hands. I cover everything again, let it 
dry again. fits, there is already a full plate, a bowl 
or something, everything I am mixing with is sour, I 
light oven, I have firewood. I light it, light it so that 
the stove is white on top. and everything in the 
oven for an hour and a half. and the bread is ready

beets are longer, it is onlycarrots soon, and there 
are also carrots, but I don’t like them on a grater, 
but with such cubes, I cut the carrots into four and 
such cubes. well, let’s cook-cook-cook-cook, and 
I’ll throw in two cans of millet, and then the millet 
will boil, and then I’ll fry the onions, and then the 
onion with oil or with butter, but it’s better with oil, 
and that’s it . a drop of vinegar or I add citric acid to 
the beets to make them red. and because whoever 
wants to, will pour a spoonful or two of sour cream, 
whoever likes
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do you what i also like?
somebody cook and then i eat it

when the owner of the house dies, why do they 
break the stoves there
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they have already died near in 95, somewhere in 94. 
a woman lived with her husband, the husband died 
first, well, Kazer. and What was his correct name? 
Ta Casimir-Casimir! he was a musician, he was a 
postman, he played the violin, they had no children. 
and the grandmother lived be herself for a few 
more years, maybe 4 years, maybe 5. but she died 
anyway, and the house still stands 

Casimir
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first: gray cuckoo

second: Oh, there is a 
trough on the mountain

third: Oh, the cellar was 
flying

fourth: 
near the river 
near the ford
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everything comes with experience, everything 
comes with experience everything -everything 
-everything, you just need to be very observant and 
learn a lot from life, you understand. don’t make 
mistakes. and so that only good, decent people, 
who can teach you something. and not those who 
will lead you somewhere on a different path. that 
would be very good. and in the professional even in 
that line you had teachers such that you... so that 
we had hope for you
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